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FRENCH LITERARY STYLE. 

(Translated from the French of Risard.) 

| ike ses thing that relates to political and social life; to 

the arts, to religion, everything that is a cause of hu- 

man activity, has been or can be expressed by Literature. 

And 80 we come very near knowing the depths of a nation 

when we know its spirit or motive in literary works. But 

there is some diversity of general opinion as to what should 

be embraced in the term Literature, and we must carefully 

distinguish between the literary history of a nation, and the 

history of that nation’s literature. 

The literary history of France commences with the day on 

which the first word of the French language was written, and 

only ends with the nation and the language, and must em- 

brace all that has ever been written, must be a kind of inven- 

tory or list of all those who have ever held the pen, whether 

as feeble imitators or as powerful original geniuses swaying 

the public mind. 

But on the other hand, the history of a literature has a 

well-defined period of commencement and its object can be 

clearly defined. 
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The first words of a language in the infancy of a nation, 

must ever be those that express the daily necessities of exist- 

ence—local and individual ideas; but with increasing growth 

in civilization the mind grasps beyond the limit of its own 

personality, and conceives of general ideas, such as form a 

common bond between men, breaking through the barriers of 

land and language, and bringing past and future as present pos- 

sessions. A definite language is required for the expression 

of these general eternal truths, and in proportion as a lan- 

guage is conformed to the particular and individual needs of 

the people who speak it, and to the cultured minds at large— 

in proportion as it possesses those qualities which render it 

clear and intelligible not only to that nation but to all nations, 

can it be called a perfect language. 

And it is not until a nation reaches this point, where it be- 

gins to conceive and express general ideas, that literature can 

be said really to begin. All that is anterior to this period 

must belong to the history of the language as the instrument 

which shall serve one day to express general ideas. 

The history of a literature then would be the history of that 

which had not ceased in the works of a nation to be true,: 

living and active, taking an essential and permanent part in 

the public instruction. 

Let us now turn to seek and determine what is the con- 

stant, essential, immutable element of the French style—the 

form under which the national mind manifests itself. 

The French mind has been characterized as practical par 

excellence. Its literature is the reality of human life, relieved 

of its gross and superfluous features, to render its knowledge 

more useful and innocent to us. , 

Two orders of truth constitute this ideal, philosophic 

truths, or truths of fact, and moral truths, or those of duty. 

-The passions are studied, analyzed, and described with the 
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utmost rigor of detail, with the design of better signalizing 

them to the conscience, whose duty it is to combatand govern 

them. 

Philosophic truths are subordinated to moral truths; 

knowledge is pursued in order to arrive at duty: such is the 

basis of the French spirit. A very small part is made up of 

pure curiosity and of speculations which do not conduct to 

any truth of application. In France, all that is not a knowl- 

edge interesting the greatest number, or a rule of conduct for 

whoever has the desire to accept it, risks being nothing but a 

superfluity and a fault. 

Among the ancients, the form of society was essentially 

practical and public, and naturally held the writers to real- 

ity; but still the tendency to vain curiosity and idle specula- 

tion was very considerable, particularly among the Greeks. 

This spirit was more favorable to liberty than discipline, 

which adds to real strength all that it takes away from ca- 

pricious or fictitious strength. 

The French mind tends more to discipline than to liberty, 

which is the more remarkable in a form of society which 

leaves more time to individual and solitary life and a broader 

field to speculations of pure curiosity. The French writer is 

the organ of all rather than a privileged person having 

thoughts which belong to him alone and which he imposes by 

virtue of an extraordinary right. He is but the intelligent 

echo of the crowd. Reason is the faculty of the mind in which 

we most resemble other men. Imagination and sensibility 

are those in which we differ the most. The French literature 

in its subordination of the individual to the whole, is the liv- 

ing image of this government of all the faculties by reason. 

This is not the character of other modern languages, and 

particularly not of those of the North. There Nature is more 

the mistress, and the equilibrium of all the faculties is easily 
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broken. It is now the turn of the imagination, now that of 

the sensibilities to make the individual predominate over the 

man; the particular over the universal. Reason has also her 

turn; but it is only her turn. That which is for France as a 

sort of constitution, written in the grammars and official vo- 

cabularies, consecrated and defended by bodies instituted for 

this object, is among other nations an individual faculty 

which is only regulated by success. In Germany, one is no 

more obliged to write like Goethe than like Jean Paul Rich- 

ter. The criterion of the language is no more in the one than 

in the other. It is the same in England. 

In these two countries the public lends itself to this uncer- 

tainty of the language ; in England, because Literature is the 

only thing that is not a business; in Germany, because the 

want of political activity renders literary curiosity insatiable. 

In the former, no one cares to make any effort which will 

profit only the language; in the latter, one cannot have too 

much of all the varieties of minds and styles, and of all the 

novelties of language, to satisfy this curiosity from which the 

government has taken the principal aliment. 

Here and there for different reasons every thing is passed 

over to the writer; in England because it is a distraction 

from business ; in Germany because it is in a certain sense 

the only business of the country. Nor do they urge upon the 

English and French writers the necessity of being clear. That 

would be pure pedantry. 

The public have but little critical taste, especially in Ger- 

many, where the reader is always more patient than the 

writer can be obscure. 

In the early periods of French history this obligation of 

being clear and concise gives the literature a certain dryness, 

which is however like the first form of a healthy mind which 

is not yet developed. 
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It is remarkable, moreover, that the modes of expression, the 

turns of thought, which are so to speak the indigenous parts 

of a language, are riper, more developed than the words taken 

from other languages. These words alter, are modified, and 

grow according to the progress the French mind will make. 

But the style changes but little, because it expresses that 

which is most original in the spirit, and least subject to 

change. 

Those qualities of the French language which are, so to 

speak organic, show themselves only in narratives. In them 

alone should one search for the first movements of the French 

mind. Story telling requires a lively, clear expression, and a 

free and rapid style. It is only after centuries that the mind 

is able to carry this light into the matter of reasoning, and 

join to this clearness of narrative the spiritual clearness of 

reason, making us see the chain of pure thought just as the 

chronicler presents the train of historic events. 

S. F. SmIra. 

SHAKESPEARE’S COMEDIES. 

ALL’S WELL THAT ENDS WELL. 

} this Play the comic element is no longer paramount, 

the earnest side is present and constitutes the most im- 

portant portion. The divisions should now be called the se- 

rious and comic threads, whereas in the pure comedy they were 

named the high and low comic thread. The contrast is therefore 

different and indeed more profound; the sober and the sport- 
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ive phases of life are brought together instead of two distinct 

sportive phases. Nor is the solid ground of reality aban- 

doned ; that is, no ideal realm is introduced in order to solve 

the conflict. Still it has the essential form of the Special or 

Mediated Drama in which a disruption of family or society is 

healed and a restoration takes place, ending in the union of the 

separated members. Weshall however for the present follow 

the ordinary classification of this play under the head of 

comedies. 

The action lies in the Family and after marriage. The 

husband is forced to marry against his will, thus one ele- 

ment of a true union is wanting, namely, reciprocated affec- 

tion. The wife alone possesses the emotional element at the 

beginning; the course of the drama will show how she suc- 

ceeds in winning the love of her spouse and thus placing the 

Family on its true foundation. The woman is here seen pur- 

suing the object which for her is the highest and most worthy, 

the domestic institution is her supreme end. It is her perti- 

nacity and her devotion which rescue and secure the endan- 

gered bond. The ethical movement is therefore.from a mar- 

riage resting on unrequited affection to a marriage resting on 

requited affection ; it is the man who is wanting in the proper 

emotion and it is the woman who not only possesses it herself 

but also excites it in the bosom of her husband. 

Thus the theme is beautiful and noble, but its treatment 

will not be deemed satisfactory by everybody. Helena, for so 

the heroine is called, seems to be too much of a husband- 

seeker to be agreeable to her own sex, who demand, in theory 

at least, that the man do the wooing. Still after being mar- 

ried she pursues her truest object, the reconciliation of her 

husband. But that which gives the greatest offense is the meaus 

which she employs to effect her purpose. She is in the high- 

est degree a will-character, she is determined to carry out her 
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purpose, no ordinary punctilio can stop her. Still it must 

not be forgotten that her end is no mere individual whim but 

the highest end of female nature, namely, the true exis- 

tence of the Family. But this phase of the work will be more 

adequately discussed at a later stage of the essay. 

The action naturally falls into three movements. The first 

portrays the love of Helena for Bertram who does not requite 

it and their forced marriage, for the King commands, and the 

mother favors the match ; but Bertram, under the advice of 

his evil genius, Parolles, refuses to submit. The second 

movement shows the separation of the pair through the flight 

of Bertram, and his impossible conditions of union ; but Helena 

fulfills the conditions with success on the one hand and on 

the other hand Bertram discovers and gets rid of his evil 

genius, and thus is prepared for a return both to country and 

to family. The third movement is the restoration, which ex- 

hibits the punishment and the repentance of Bertram, and 

its culmination lies in the complete unity of affection of hus- 

band and wife. 

The drama is not as complex as is customary with Shakes- 

peare, the central figure is Helena from the beginning, and 

the other threads are much less developed. She has been 

brought up by the Countess of Rousillon who has treated her 

as a mother treats her own child. The son of the Countess 

has also been reared in the same household, thus the two 

have seen each other from infancy, and on the part of Helena 

it has resulted in a deep and intense love. With his love 

the drama starts. Helena is proud of the memory of her dead 

father, who was an eminent physican, but his image has been 

crowded out of her mind by that of Bertram. The latter 

however has now gone to the French court at Paris, this sep- 

aration Helena cannot endure, she must overcome the obsta- 
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cle in some way. Here we acquire the first insight into her 

character. 

At the end of the first scene her soliloquy strikes the key- 

note of her conduct. She has the fullest faith in self-deter- 

mination ; our remedies lie in ourselves and not in any exter- 

nal power, not evenin heaven; our designs fail because we 

ourselves are to blame. Her resolution is heroic, she almost 

denies that there is anything impossible, it is only lack of 

purpose in men. Such she declares to be her conviction and 

we may now expect proportionate deeds. But the special ar- 

ticle of her faith which is applicable to her present case is 

that merit will always master love, that she can win Bertram 

by her desert, whatever the opposition may be: 

Impossible be strange attempts to those 

That weigh their pains in sense, and do suppose 

What hath been cannot be. Who ever strove 

To show her merit that did miss her love? 

Here we see the female will-character more strongly mani- 

fested than it isin Portia even. It will not lack opportuni- 

ties for the severest trial hereafter. , 

Already a problem is before her, love demands the pres- 

ence of its dear object, Bertram is away. By what means 

can her longing eyes be brought to rest upon him again? She 

is ready at once with a plan, a plan however which intends 

not to be satisfied with mere vision, but which proposes to 

reach the fruition of her love. The King is sick with a mor- 

tal malady, as is supposed, and has been given up by his phy- 

sicians; she has a prescription left by her father which will 

exactly meet the case. Off she starts for Paris, after having 

revealed the whole matter to her foster-mother, the good 

‘Countess, who though doubtful of the success of the project, 

yields to the strong determination of Helena and gives con- 
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sent to the journey. The mother too exbibits no objection to 

the alliance of her son with the poor orphan. 

Great is Helena’s success at the court, she completely cures 

the King who in his gratitude offers her in marriage the 

choice of any nobleman in attendance upon him. Bertram is 

there, her selection is hence easy and speedy. But he pro- 

tests, his main ground of refusal being difference of rank. 

The King however answers his argument by placing merit 

above birth; his utterances are the more effective on this 

head since his descent is so much higher than Bertram’s. 

Still the latter is not persuaded, and says that he cannot 

love her, and will not strive to love her. Then the Monarch 

employs his authority and commands the marriage to take 

place. The young man apparently submits, takes the hand 

of his bride and is married that night. 

It will be seen that Helena has on her side both the mother 

and the King, who represent respectively the institutions of 

the Family and the State. The two persons of highest rank, 

authority, and experience agree in preferring merit to birth, 

they accept the poor physician’s daughter as their worthy 

peer, the oneadmits her to relationship, the other to nobility. 

Bertram cannot well resist such powers; he can only get rid 

of them by flight. 

Bertram is a young nobleman, a little wild but not inher- 

ently mean or vicious. He possesses courage, and is proud 

of his aristocratic lineage, but he is inexperienced and is not 

hard to lead astray. The possibility of his appreciating 

Helena is never lost, there is no ingrained diabolism in his 

nature. That which causes him to stumble is bad company 

and bad advice, which are concentrated in his favorite friend 

and attendant Parolles. To the worthless character of this 

man Bertram is at first utterly blind, and it is the thread sec- 
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ond in importance which exhibits the gradual unmasking of 

Parolles so that even Bertram sees his real nature. 

Parolles therefore should be viewed in his proper connec- 

tion with the play, he is the evil principle which must be 

eliminated before restoration is possible. His character 

seems to be well understood by all except his victim, he is a 

liar, coward, braggart and libertine. His first talk with Hel- 

ena in which he argues against virginity reveals a leading 

trait, the scenes with old Lafeu show both his boasting and 

his cowardice. A punishment is in store for him wherein his 

baseness and perfidy will receive their penalty after being 

fully revealed. Upon the advice of such a counsellor Bertram 

resolves to flee from France and enter the Florentine war 

which was then breaking out. At home he can no longer re- 

main with both institutions against him. Yet he has good 

ground of complaint, the act of the King in forcing the mar- 

riage was arbitrary and unjust, the right of love in his case 

at least was violated, which right the Poet always vindicates 

for woman. His flight therefore has its justification, though 

not for any reason given by Parolles; his return must take 

place through his own free-will. 

It will be noticed that the Clown performs his usual duty 

of giving a comic reflection of the leading theme. He too 

wants to get married, his rude jests always pertain to the 

sensual side of marriage. A certain Isabel is his lady-love 

whom however he wishes to change off after he has been to 

court. The Clown’s part here is very slight, he is mainly a 

messenger. 

The second movement starts with this separation of man 

and wife, Bertram has gone and in departing has imposed cer- 

tain conditions upon Helena which he deems it impossible for 

her to fulfill. But little does he imagine the deep cunning, 

and strong will of her whom he rejects, she will accomplish 
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his impossibilities without his knowing it, her only way of 

success is to bring him unconsciously to fulfill his own condi- 

tions. For this purpose she slips away from her home, after 

leaving a written request that the Countess should induce her 

fugitive son to return as soon as possible. She gives out that 

she is going to make a pilgrimage to the shrine of St. 

Jaques, and she leaves the people at home with an impression 

to this effect. , 

But her object becomes manifest when we next find her at 

Florence, whither young Bertram has returned after having 

obtained great fame and honor in the war. Indeed she has 

spied out the very means of accomplishing her purpose and 

is about to set itin motion. This is the young maiden Diana 

whom “the amorous count svlicits in the unlawful purpose.” 

Bertram under the guidance of Parolles seems to be leading. 

the life of a gay libertine at Florence; the snare is laid for him 

through this weakness, he is caught through his lust. That 

such an act should be done by Helena is repugnant, is the 

great blot on the play. Her end is a true one, and a most noble 

one, it is to restore the disrupted relation between her hus- 

vand and herself. But her instrumentality is offensive in a 

very strong degree and casts a dark shade upon her character. 

It is true there is no violation of chastity on her part, but she 

is willing to make her husband believe that there is, and 

thereby cause him unconsciously to fulfil the conditions pre- 

scribed by himself. As far as his will is concerned, it is an: 

act of incontinence of which she is the intentional instru- 

ment and of which she reaps the reward. Shakespeare has. 

has made his heroines perform many deeds of doubtful mor- 

ality for the sake of love, they lie, ran away from home, vio- 

late the will of parents, put. on disguises, and deceive in every 

possible manner; but Helena outstrips them all, for she in 
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order to be married is ready to destroy what seems to be al- 

most the very foundation of marriage. 

Diana and her mother are easily induced to lend their aid, 

when they learn that Helena is really a wife and her object is 

restoration to her husband. She has therefore succeeded 

completely in this second attempt, Bertram’s requirements are 

fulfilled, but he is as far removed from her as before, for the 

restoration can only be complete through the conscious pur- 

pose. But already a change has taken place in the external 

surroundings of Bertram which will prepare him for an inter- 

nal change, and render a new life possible. This is the dis- 

covery which he makes of his evil genius, Parolles. Here a 

new thread begins which runs through the second movement, 

and which may now be taken up and unfolded. 

Parolles has had his character described already, it is well- 

known to Helena and to the Countess who regrets his influ- 

ence over herson. But it is old Lafeu who has discovered 

his inherent cowardice and has the boldness to warn Bertram 

against trusting him too far. Still the young Count disre- 

gards the admonition and takes Parolles with himself to Flor- 

ence ; where the evil influence of such a companion is plainly 

indicated in the way of lustful indulgence. Bertram is how- 

ever a man of courage, now his friend is to be shown to him 

as a coward. An ambush is laid for Parolles when he pre- 

tends to return to the field for his lost drum ; he is seized by 

some soldiers, and is deceived into believing that he is a pris- 

oner of the enemy. Blindfolded, he is brought into the pres- 

ence of Bertram and asked certain questions. All his mean 

traits are at once unmasked before the eyes of his astonished 

friend; his lying, treacherous, and cowardly nature is revealed 

beyond a doubt. This is the end of their friendship. 

Bertram has now discovered and got rid of his evil genius, 

and largely of the evil element of his own character. For he 
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was easily influenced, and indeed was the victim of bad com- 

pany; his instincts were generous and honorable. But like 

many young men of rank he fell into the hands of a pander. 

Now his true nature is free to work itself out and exhibit 

its proper traits. It is noticed that the letter of his mother 

produced upon him a deep impression, almost changed him 

into another man; he has also heard of the rumor of Helena’s 

death, of which he was the cause; he confesses that he is mourn- 

ing for her. Such are the influences which are now working 

unobstructed upon his soul, no Parolles is standing in the 

way. The result of the second movement therefore is that 

Bertram has been unconsciously fulfilling the conditions of 

marriage ; the first condition which may be called the exter- 

nal one, is fulfilled through the device of Helena, but the sec- 

ond condition which may be called the internal one can be seen 

in the gradual preparation of his mind for a return of the old 

relations, in the softening of his hatred toward Helena into 

genuine affection. 

The third movement shows a change of place which corres- 

ponds to the spiritual change. All parties have returned home 

to France, Bertram appears in the presenceof his mother and 

the King, he confesses his repentance for his deed, and ob- 

tains reconciliation. Thus the institutional world from which 

he had torn himself away receives him back to its bosom, 

after he has manifested adequate contrition for the past. 

Also a new alliance with the daughter of Lafeu is in process 

of negotiation, and it is a good sign of his mental condition 

that he receives coldly the proposal. But it is manifest that 

the restoration will be imcomplete, till he be restered to Hel- 

ena and find out what she has done for the sake of their 

union. ° 

Bertram has already declared that her devotion and death 

have changed his former dislike into love, he has also ex- 
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pressed repentance for his harsh treatment of her; thus it 

will be seen that his emotion is now for the first time ready 

for the Family. The main instrument for this purpose is 

again the disguised Diana, who now appears before the King 

demanding justice against Bertram. The upshot of the mat- 

ter is that her disguise has to be revealed, the device of Hel- 

ena who now steps forth on thescene is made known, Bertram 

sees that his conditions which he deemed impossible are ful- 

filled: that is a new evidence of her devotion. But it must not 

be forgotten that already he has declared his love, which is 

the true basis of their union, and not this external stratagem 

of which he was the unconscious victim and which shows 

only the extent of her sacrifice. Thus the restoration is com- 

plete, Bertram is restored to King, mother, wife. But the 

main success is that of Helena, she has not only brought back 

her husband when he had fled beyond the reach of maternal 

and regal authority, but also she has conquered his internal 

nature and brought him under the yoke of love. 

This drama has clearly Shakespeare’s ethical world notwith- 

standing the stains which darken its purity. Disguise is employ- 

ed though in a subordinate manner. Helena as a pilgrim has to 

reveal herself at once in her true relation to the Widow ; her 

substitution for Diana is a deception not through a bodily 

mask but through darkness. The tricking of Parolles is also 

brought about by means of a temporary disguise, herein its 

comic force is manifested. But it isemployed only as a short 

expedient in single cases, and does not move the whole action, 

which lies for the most part in the clear day-light of reality. 

The play has therefore but little disguise and no ideal realm. 

Both the Romanic and Teutonic elements can be discerned, 

though their distinction is far less marked than in other come- 

dies. The serious and elevated portion has an Italian origin, 

the rest seems to belong tothe Poet. The alternation of prose 
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and verse follows in general the same rule. Two different 

styles of compositions have been detected, it is supposed, 

wherefrom various conclusions have been drawn by critics ; 

but the discussion of this subject lies outside of our province. 

D. J. SNIDER. 

MAKARIA. 

A PLAY IN FIVE ACTS. 

8S. STERNE. 

Dramatis Persone. 
DeEmMOPHOON—King of Athens, son of Theseus. 

Joraus—Nephew of Hercules, and Leader of the Heraclides. 
Aprastus—Son of Jolaus’s friend, and under his protection. 

ALKMENE—Mother of Hercules. 
Makarita—Daughter of Hercules. 

Tue Heraciipes—His Sons. 

Kropeus—Herald to King Eurystheus. 
MiLos—An Old Athenian. 
Tue Priestess, at Delphi. 

Messengers, Women, Citizens of Athens, fc. 

ACT I. 

Scene LI. Change. A Roomin the Palace. Enter from a side-door Ma- 

KARIA and ALKMENE. 

Mak. (Leading Alk.) Will you not sit here, mother? 
Where a fresh breeze blows in and cools the air, 

Too hot in the untempered sunshine, now 

At the high, sultry noon: 
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Alk. No, no, child, no !— 

What is to me or sun or air !—and yet,— 
Ay, as you will,—place my seat there! "Tis a 

Fair day, methinks. 

Mak. (Seating her.) Beauteous with cloudless sky 
Alk, "T'was such a day as this, so long years since, 

My memory now may scarcely count them o’er, 
That my son Hercules, your Father, child, 

Set out upon his travels, thirsting for 
Immortal deeds of valor. Proud and powerful 

Like a young giant oak-tree, his broad breast 

Swelled with high courage, and his eye on fire, 

The lion-skin about his mighty loins, 

His brave hands lightly grasping his great club, 

The self-same hands wherewith while yet a babe, 
He strangled the two serpents in his cradle, 

That when he grew to manhood drew the bow 
Wherewith he shot his arrows at the sun,— 

He stood before me, bid farewell to me 
Who could not bid him stay!—And where he walked 

It seemed the earth trembled beneath his steps. 
—Aye, Uhild, I tell you but to look on him 
Was a sight to make glad and gods and men !— 

Could you have known him !— 
Mak. Ah, would that I had! 
Alk. And such another day when he first brought 

Your Mother home to me. 

Mak. My Mother too 

Was tall, I’ve heard you say? 

Alk, Aye, that she was! 
Stately, in truth, and full of majesty 

As any goddess ever walked the earth, 

Great, strong and beautiful of face and limb, 
Her shoulders easily towering o’er your head, 

Well-nigh my height, ere age had bent my form, 
With a proud eye like Juno’s—in all things 

A mate and fit companion for your Father, 

But with your golden hair and delicate color, 
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All that in you calls her to mind!—Yet | 
Do marvel sometimes how it happened, one 
Like you sprung from such hero-blood, should come 

To beso slight and puny-limbed ! 

Mak. But Mother, 

I am but little smaller than the King, 

And he is of good height! 
Alk, Ay, but too fine 

And slender, and too much like common mortals ! 

Mak. Wherefore heed that, so I but prove my spirit 
Worthy my hero-blood! 

Alk. Nay, Child, not but 
My heart is often moved with pity for you! 

You’ve fallen in most ill, degenerate times, 
Where no immortal deeds are longer done, 

And men have dwindled to a race of pigmies ! 

Ne’er knew what ’twas to live in that great past 

Where gods were wont so often to descend 

From high Olympus, to commune with mortals, 

And heroes walked the earth !—None that lives now 
Were worthy but to follow in the shadow 

Of my son Hercules !—And none, I fancy, 

Were fit to be your mate !— 

Mak. *Tis but small thought 

I give to that, my Mother !— 

Alk. Look you too, 
What though and young and strong enough, yet measured 

With his great strength, what small and feeble creatures, 

Are all thy brothers, Child !— 
Mak. Ah, my poor brothers! 

My heart grows heavy when I think of them, 
And yet are they but rarely from my thought! 
Where may they tarry, what have been their fate, 

Since our last news of them! 

Alk. Come, Child, I’m weary, 
Help me away, and to my couch awhile !— 

(Mak. leads her out, but returns in a moment.) 

Mak. What may be those unwonted sounds, I marvel ?— 
VOL. 11.—NoO. 10.—39. 
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A hum and cry as ofa multitude, 
And shouts and cries, first of distress and then 

As of loud joy, that ever and anon, 

From the direction of the market-place, 

Have wafted to my ear since we came in !— 

Strange, at this silent hour !—1! will send out 

One of the women, that she learn the cause ! 
(Going) Ah, here’s the King !— 

(Enter Demophoon, who meets and stops her.) 

Dem. Where now, and so all hastily ! 
Have you no moment then for me, Makaria ? 

Mak. I would have gone to bid my woman hear 
Wherefore this bustle in the Market-place, 

That for so long has filled— 
Dem. "Tis thence | come, 

And so prepared to give you information,— 
In truth it was this purpose brought me here. 

Your brothers with their faithful friend and guardian, 
Aged Jolaus, came into the town at noon ! 

Mak. What say you!—How !—my Brothers, my dear Brothers ! 
Where are they ?—let me haste at once to see them! 

O pray where are they ? 

Dem. Nay, not so, Makaria! 
The mart is filled with a promiscuous throng 

‘Of Citizens, and men of all degrees, 
It were not fit you went among. But | 

Have sent to bring your brothers to the Palace, 
You soon shall see them. 

Mak. Ah, then must I still 

Bid my heart patience ! 

Dem. And close after them 

Had come a Herald sent by King Eurystheus, 

An army following him, as he proclaimed. 

Mak. O our sad, cruel fate again, that ceaseless 

And everywhere pursues us. 

Dem. Wio0 with loud 

And insolent threats demanded their surrender. 

Mak. And you, O King, and you,—what answered you ? 
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Dem. I bade them welcome, promised the protection 

They craved of me, Makaria! 
Mak. (hastening towards him with outstretched hands) O my 

King! 
O my most generous Friend! thanks, thousand thanks! 

Nay what poor words were rich enough to speak 

Our grateful hearts to you, who save us all! 
Dem. Nay, say not so!—give me so lavish thanks not, 

You least of all !—In what I did for them 

I fear but selfish motives wrought on me! 

For had | not been moved by their sad state, 
And gratitude to your immortal Father, 

Had naught else pleaded loudly in their favor,— 
To me it had been overmuch to know 

They were your brothers !—the dear name Makaria 

Been all sufficient to unbar them swiftly 
The portals of my Palace and my heart! 

Mak. O no, my King! 

Dem. And yet were you inclined 

To show me thanks for any feeble service 

Your grateful heart does surely prize too high, 
You know, my sweet Makaria, what would cancel, 
Nay in good truth, o’erpay a thousand fold, 

All debt and favor of or past or future, 

Howsoe’er great !—Ay, have you laid to heart, 
Given some thought to my most earnest suit ? 
—Yet pray mistake me not,—fancy that I 

Should claim ignobly from you swift reward 
For any act!—But when you fly to me 

Both hands outstretched, your overflowing heart 
Upon your lips, and radiant in your eyes,— 

My pulses thrill, and sudden joyous hope 
Kindles an instant in this hungry bosom ? 

Mak. Nay, O my King, | pray you from my soul, 

Press me in this no further !—Still my answer 

Must be the same this time and every time 

As at the very first !—Look you, my King, 

When we first came to you Grandam and I, 
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We too, forlorn and suffering fugitives, 

Craving a while your hospitality, 

And you received the poor, sad strangers gladly, 
With open arms, as you could have no kindlier 

Some cherished royal friend,—in that same hour 
My heart went out to you with warm affection, 
Most gratefully and deeply honored you, 

A sense that strengthened with each day, as I 

Perceived your wisdom and your noble goodness 

In all the ways of life, until my soul 

Gave you the tenderness and loving reverence 
It would have borne my Father, whose dear face 

I never saw! 

Dem. Ah in good.time do you 

Recall the gulf that ever must divide 

Your spring from my autumnal days ! 
Mak. And yet 

Did that suffice, were { compelled to wed, 

I swear to you ’mid living men there’s none 

Into whose hands more willingly and trustful 
I’d put my life, than into yours, my King! 

I know but little, nor have often dreamed 

Of that strange, feverish, blissful, painful passidn 
That men call love!—Grandam, e’er my sole teacher, 

Has sometimes told me of 1t,—Know but this, 
I’ve ne’er yet tasted of its joys aud pangs, 

And that it were not well to wed without it ! 
—Nay, look so sad not, O my King !—let not 

That cloud sit on your brow !—Surely to hear 

Such words from me, gives you not half the pain 
That I feel uttering them !—But they are truth, 

And surely you would wish not I concealed it, 

Nor gave myself, save it might be a free 
And joyful offering! 

Dem. Nay, nay, surely noi! 

Mak. Then forthe sake of both of us, I pray you, 

Speak not of this again! 

Dem. 1 will not!—Promise 
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To make you sorrowful no more, Makaria, 
If you but smile again! 
Mak O thanks, my King! 

Dem. Perchance that sometime, while devotedly 
I ever serve you thus in patient silence, 

I yet may win your heart, till it accord me 

What now it cannot! This shall be my great, 

Sustaining hope! And meanwhile, in good truth, 
I shall have but small leisure to permit 

My thought to dwell on things so sweet as this, 

For cruel war knocks loudly at our Gates! 

Farewell, Makaria ! 

Mak. All the gods with you! 

(Exit Dem.) 

THE STAR. 

Star, O star, hast thou a story 

Thy silver beams write 

On the page of the night 

Of million-yeared labor, and cycle-old glory? 

Star, O star, in thy beams are united 

The flash and the flame, 
From worlds without name, 

Of passionate joys and loves unrequited. 

Star, O star, when the deep night darkens, 

' ‘J watch thee,.glow, 
And somehow I know 

Thy heart in a song my rapt soul hearkens. 
Lewis J. BLock. 
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THE DROP. 

On the rose a rain-drop lay 
In the shadow by the river, 

And afar it saw the bay 
In the sunlight curve and quiver. 

Was it happy in its world 

Of cool gloom and pale sweet greenery, 
Sheltered from the winds that hurled 

Into woe the bay’s dim scenery ? 

What was day or what was night 

To its faintly-hued seclusion, 
While the raptures of fierce light, 

And the winds dared not intrusion? 

But the haughty river rose 

Scornful of the banks that bound it, 

And it poured its overflows 
In a weltering waste around it. 

Rose and violet and lily pale 

Perished in the wild commotion ; 

But the drop hopes dared assail 

Hopes of reaching the large ocean. 

Mixed with all the tides it crept 

To the outer world of joyance, 
Where the wild winds whirled and swept 

Where the fleet waves danced in buoyance. 

Lewis J. Biock. 

CONVOLVULUS. 

Out of the grave of sleep I rise ; 
My soul goes forth to walk with God, 

He meets me in our paths, well trod, 

And greets me with a sweet surprise. 
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He leads me to my garden tree 

Where never flower has bloomed before 

And lo! the tree is covered o’er 
With blossoms beautiful to see. 

And every bloom a bugle seems ; 

[ half expect to hear them ring 

Blown by the little elves that bring 
An end to all our dearest dreams. 

But quick this fleeting fancy flies ; 

And these same bugles seem to me 

The speaking trumpets of the tree, 

Through which its prayers and praises rise. 

The still small voices upward go 

From throats of purple, white and red, 

God understands what words are said, 

He hears the Morning Glories blow. 

But by a breath of Sovereign Might 
These spenking trumpets seem to be 
Made listening tubes that this deaf tree 

May hear the words of God aright. 

Dear Friend, who walking hand in hand 
With me, have talked with all the flowers, 

And counted not the time by hours 

While life and love were in the land ; 

I bring you one Convolvulus ; 

And pray that you receive the light 

To read its painted page aright— 
The lesson heaven designs for us. 

Not only should our prayers arise 

To God, in Whom our souls rejoice, 

But we should hearken for His voice 
An | own His answers to our cries. 

. Stmzon Tucker CLarRkK. 



PSYCHOLOGY AND PHYSICS. 

A setirengey the tendency of all the sciences, save 

those that are purely abstract, like logic and mathe- 

matics, is to come within the sphere of physics, and to clothe 

themselves in the concepts of force and motion. Science, leav- 

ing the question of ultimate causes to philosophy and religion, 

concerns itself with the forces residing in phenomena, aims to 

discover the conditions and laws of their production and 

action, and te express these, so far as possible, in quantitative 

relations. The fundamental concept in all the sciences which 

deal with the phenomena of physical nature is that of force, 

which as the unitizing principle of phenomena, organic and 

inorganic, alike in their minuteness and vastness, brings to- 

gether the two extremes of the universe, the atom and the 

world under the laws and principles of dynamics. It would 

hence seem that the multitudinous phenomena of nature can 

be reduced to the scientific form, and become the subjects of 

logical thought and explanation in the same degree in which 

they can be expressed in terms of force and motion. 

The progress of physiology as a science was, for a long 

time, retarded on account of the superstitious notions enter- 

tained concerning the nature of vitality,— notions which 

fostered the belief that the vital processes lie beyond the 

sphere of scientific investigations. But finally the structural 

forms through which life is manifested forced upon thought- 

ful men, like Harvey and Descartes, the idea of a mechanism, 

controlled by mechanical laws, as affording the true rationale 

of the vital processes. As a result, the study of biology, in all 

its branches, has become an application of the principles of 

physics, and is chiefly concerned with the mechanical, chemi- 
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cal, thermal, and other forces, which operate in organic na- 

ture. Physics by bringing vital changes under the problems 

of force has completely swept away the superstitious ideas 

concerning an archeus as that which controls vitality, and 

placed physiology on a rational, scientific basis. As might 

have been expected, the nervous system as the most complex 

and obscure department of organic nature has most slowly 

yielded to the resolutions of dynamics. But the discovery of 

the reflex nature of nervous action by the agency of the 

afferent and efferent nerves has revealed the action of a force 

which, if not electrical, displays an analogous polarity in its 

ingoing and outgoing currents. “The process of excitation 

in a nerve, on the closure of a constant stream, appears to be 

analogous to the process of electrolysis in which hydrogen is 

given off at the negative pole.” Hence, there is a nervous 

machanism, the peculiar and special function of which is to 

serve as the organ of mind. Just as there is an apparatus of 

nerves by means of which the functions of the vegetative life, 

such as circulation and respiration, are carried on, so there is 

a mechanism of nerve-fibres, cells and ganglia by means of 

which the functions of the psychical life, such as sensa- 

tion, thought, and voluntary motion, are maintained. The 

automatic action of the spinal chord, the fact of nerve-pol- 

arity, together with the existence of brain cells as generators 

of force and nerve-fibres as conductors of force, bring the 

study of the physical mechanism of mind fairly and fully 

within the sphere of molecular physics. This fact that the 

functions of mind are maintained through a nervous organ- 

ism, the action of which is explainable only in the terms of 

force and motion furnished by physics, has prepared the way 

for viewing mental phenomena also from the stand-point of 

dynamics. According to Dr. Carpenter, our great teacher in 

mental physiology, force in the present advanced stage of 
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science being no longer regarded as a material substance, but 

as an immaterial agency, is as much a property of mind as of 

matter. That which was a stone of stumbling and rock of 

offense to the old metaphysical school of thought, namely how 

an immaterial, non-extended substance like mind could have 

any real connection with a material and extended substance 

like matter, has given place to a new aspect of the subject; 

one that regards mind as a force in energy acting in respons- 

ive harmony to a counter, objective force. Thus force, which 

at foundation ever appears as the ‘same indestructible, persis- 

tent and primordial agent, to which all change and activity 

are due, is the dynamic bond, or middle term, between mind 

and matter. The last link in this dynamic chain on the ob- 

jective side of being is the mysterious agent designated nerve- 

force; the first correlative result on the subjective side is 

sensation out of which is elaborated by successive integra- 

tions and differentiations of states of consciousness the highly 

evolved and complex product known as intelligence. Though 

the subtle alchemy by which a unit of nerve-force is meta- 

morphosed into a unit of feeling is to us utterly unknown, 

and perhaps forever unknowable, yet there is no sound scien- 

tific principle violated in regarding that which was at one 

moment a force as still a force after it has passed over into 

consciousness, and in using the terms of force with which 

to describe it. 

We are aware that the attempt to bring mental phenomena 

within the sphere of physics is opposed by some, and a few of 

these eminent scientists. President Barnard, in his able dis- 

course delivered before “The American Scientific Associa- 

tion,” at the Chicago meeting, argues earnestly against the 

attempt to express mind in the terms of force, on the ground 

that force is the exclusive attribute of matter, and that hence 

to express mind in its terfms necessarily materializes it. But 
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since, as already indicated, an ultimate analysis of both mind 

and matter leads us down to the simple idea of force, it is al- 

together a gratuitous assumption that force is an attribute of 

matter, but not of mind. “I know myself,” says Sir William 

Hamilton, “as a force in energy, the not-self as a eounter- 

force in energy.” Locke also says that “bodies, by our 

senses, do not afford us so elear and distinct an idea of active 

power as we have from reflection on the operations of our 

minds.” We can, in fact, know nothing of either mind or 

matter save as these are expressed in symbols of force. 

Whether therefore we use the terms of physics, or those of 

metaphysics, such as perceive, attend and apprehend, we find 

that in both cases we obtain from these clear and distinct 

ideas only as they are to us symbols of foree. To conceive of 

inert mind or inert matter is to us an impossibility. All our 

knowledge, objective and subjective, is phenomenal, and has 

reference to the changes going on in the external or the inter- 

nal world, which changes we are compelled to think of as due 

to force or energy. It is therefore as fully in harmony with 

a true scientific method, and with all we know of mind to ex- 

press its phenomena in the symbols of force as it is thus to 

express matter. Indeed, if there be any priority of claim in 

this respect this should be given:to mind, for the reason that 

it acts as a self-conscious force, knows itself as acting, while 

matter acts unconsciously. The objections urged against 

embracing mental phenomena within the sphere of physics 

and applying to their study the principles and methods of 

physics, are based on a transcendental and metaphysical view 

of mind,—a view which abstracts it from its physical mech- 

anism, and regards it as an entity existing and acting inde- 

pendently of material conditions. But such a view would. 

render all science of mind an impossibility. As te the great 

doctrine of immortality or a future life, this does not beleng to 
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the sphere of science, but to that of theology, and must rest 

on the peculiar proof which theology offers in support of it. 

It has been said that we are under the necessity of expressing 

mind in terms of matter, and matter in terms of mind. It 

would be more correct to say that we are compelled to express 

both mental and physical phenomena in terms of force, for the 

reason that both those entities are known to us, phenomenal- 

ly, a8 manifestations of force. As all our thinking, whether 

this has reference to physical or mental phenomena, must be 

carried on under the fundamental and indissoluble relations 

of subject and object, to attempt to study mind independent- 

ly of its objective relations would banish it entirely from the 

domain of thought. 

The identification of mind with force is also opposed by 

President Barnard on the ground that it offers no explan- 

ation of the connection of mind with matter, in other words, 

that it is inconceivable how nerve-force can be transformed 

into thought-force. It may be replied that it is not the pur- 

pose of a scientific explanation to remove mysteries, but to 

point out “uniformities” in nature, and to thus bring new 

cases under established law. The scientific theory respecting 

the atomic constitution of matter is beset with inconcievabili- 

ties. If we take the position that the atoms are divisible, 

then to form a conception of infinite divisibility is an impos- 

sibility. Ifon the other hand, we say those atoms, as their 

name imports, are indivisible, we find ourselves asserting an 

inconceivable proposition, for we cannot imagine a particle, be 

it ever so small, which may not be again divided. We have 

an analogous difficulty, but one no greater,in the doctrine 

which regards nerve-force as transformed into psychic force. 

When we say that the former of those forces is transformed 

into the latter, we assert an inconceivability. If we take the 

position that this nerve-force is not so transformed, but, on ar- 
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riving at its terminal point, is dissipated into nothing, we 

again assert an inconceivability, for the reason that we can- 

not think of something becoming nothing. Hence, the in- 

clusion of mental processes in the chain of correlated forces, 

is attended with no greater mystery than the metamorphosis 

of the physical forces into each other. This interaction of 

the mental and the physical, this correspondence of relations 

between the internal, spiritual world and the external, mate- 

rial world, is a fundamental law of our dual nature, and must 

be regarded, like all similar questions, as insoluble. We must 

accept this as a regular law of sequence, and formulate under 

it, so far as possible, the dynamics of bodily and mental ac- 

tion in their complex results. 

The advantages accruing to psychology by thus embracing 

mental phenomena in the sphere of physics, and by applying 

to their study the rigid inductive method common to all the 

other sciences are many and great, among which are the fol- 

lowing : 

1. In view of the reciprocal influence of mind and body, phys- 

ics suggests the truly logical method of studying mental phenom- 

ena. Regarding mind as a kind of double-faced unity, or a 

correlation of the physical and the spiritual, the logic of phys- 

ics tells us we ought to begin with the physical element view- 

ed in its conjunction with mental phenomena. When we have 

analyzed, classed, and rightly interpreted the physical condi- 

tions of mental action, we are then prepared to carry with us 

the truths and ideas thus obtained into the region of subjec- 

jective psychology, and by combining and harmonizing them 

with the facts of consciousness we may hope to arrive at true 

and broad generalizations concerning the nature of mind. 

With regard to the philosophy of mind, no great progress 

will be made in it by those who prosecute it, says Mr. Samuel 

Bailey, ‘until they consent to do what successful physical 
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inquirers do, namely, * * * to confine themselves to real ob- 

jects, actual events, literal statements, and rigorous conclu- 

sions.” But to base the study of psychology on the object- 

ive method of physics is strenuously opposed, on the ground 

that from the very nature of mental phenomena external ob- 

servation and experiment cannot supply us with the essential 

data with which to begin our investigations; but that these must 

be furnished by consciousness before we can take a single 

step in the study of mind. This position has just truth 

enough in it to render it plausible and specious. It is true 

that consciousness must supply us with the properties and 

qualities of mind before we can begin their investigation. But 

this fact does not give us any scientific warrant for beginning 

the study of psychology from this point of view, or for con- 

fining its study exclusively to the sphere of consciousness. 

The logical order in which ideas are evolved in consciousness 

does not, necessarily, determine the chronological order in 

which they shall be studied. Besides, it can be truly said 

that physical science also finds its fundamental postulates in 

the data furnished by consciousness. It cannot.take the first 

step without assuming as true such intuitive convictions as 

those relating to substance and attribute, cause and effect, 

which find their truth and authority in consciousness. For 

example, the idea of causation, “modified into the concep- 

tions of mechanical cause, or force,” and made the founda- 

tion of the mechanical sciences, takes its rise in conscious- 

pess through the volitional exercise of the muscular sense. 

The objective method of studying mind is said to be illogical 

and inconsistent on the ground that it undertakes to explain 

‘the phenomena of consciousness from an objective point of 

view by means of the conceptions and terminology which con- 

sciousness itself has furnished. It may with as good reason 

de said that the subjective, or metaphysical method, in refus- 
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ing to acknowledge its obligations to physics also commits a 

similar inconsistency, since it originally borrowed its terms 

from the physical side of being. But the true statement of 

the case is, that since the changes of consciousness can only 

be known in union with their counter-objective changes which 

condition them, we are under the necessity of expressing 

the physical in terms of consciousness, and consciousness 

in terms of the physical. 

But while we thus show that the inconsistency charged is 

only apparent, a real one may be made against the metaphys- 

ical method which claims to derive all the data and presuppo- 

sitions of mental science from consciousness alone. We can 

know, scientifically, nothing of mind as a phenomenon to be 

investigated save as this is manifested through a material or- 

ganism, and as, hence, conditioned in its action by organic 

laws, so that we cannot study mental phenomena, wholly sep- 

arated from their physical correlates, if we would. When 

therefore the subjective psychologist fixes his attention exclu - 

sively on the operations of consciousness, the physical ele- 

ment is continually obtruding itself which, like “ the person- 

al equation ” in astronomical calculations, must be taken in- 

to the account in order to insure true results. 

We freely admit that the facts of consciousness are wholly 

different from the facts obtained by the study of the nervous 

mechanism. One class is physiological, the other is psycho- 

logical; one presents the phenomenon of a material organism, 

extended in space, and evolving nerve force; the other, 

the phenomenon of an immaterial organism, existing in 

time, and evolving thought, or mind-force. But these marked 

differences afford no ground for assuming that the study of 

the physiologal class of facts gives us no ‘logical data for the 

philosophic study of the other class of facts. What can be 

more unlike than organic and inorganic phenomena? The 
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differential attributes of the one are inertia, passivity and 

equilibrium ; those of the other, spontaneity, activity and 

life. Yet the vital processes were not understood and ex- 

plained until they were approached through the eoncepts ob- 

tained from the study of non-vital processes, and the animal 

organism came to be regarded as a mechanism moved by va- 

rious forces, mechanical, chemical, thermal, and vital. So also 

the study of organic chemistry, long neglected, has powerfully 

reacted upon inorganic chemistry, placing it on a new basis, 

with a new terminology. The method which relies wholly on 

consciousness, or introspection, for a knowledge of the work- 

ings of mind proceeds on the assumption that knowledge ob- 

tained through one mental avenue, or faculty, cannot be en- 

larged, supplemented and corrected by the aid of other men- 

tal powers. But this is not true. Sight before it is educated 

needs continually the supplementary aid and corrections of 

the tactual sense. The auditory sense gives us a conscious- 

ness of sound, but tells us nothing of the physical conditions 

under which it is produced. But the eye through its power 

to observe the motions of vibrating bodies, and thus to make 

sound visible, as it were, has come to the aid of the ear, and 

explained the philosophy of sound. So likewise the office of 

consciousness is to furnish the composite facts of mind, but 

these need to be studied, in their physical conditions by 

experiment and observation, and through the aid of the con- 

cepts and facts of physics thus obtained to be exhibited in 

their genesis, nature and rationa.e. 

Whatever may be said in favor of the subjective study of 

mind by the theologian whose office requires him to view man 

more especially from the spiritual side of his being, it should 

be remembered that the work of the teacher is an affair which 

pertains to the whole of human nature in its many-sided and 

complex totality, body, soul, and spirit. It is an affair which. 
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pertains to the bodily health, to temperament, to heredity 

and to the nervous system, the peculiar function of which is 

to serve as the mechanism of mind. It must be through this 

mental mechanism that he is to approach and develop mind. 

But this he cannot do unless he knows the methods and laws 

through which this mechanism acts. As well might one ex- 

pect to understand the notes, compass and timbre of a musical 

instrument by merely studying the abstract mathematical 

principles of musical sounds, as to expect to develop wisely 

and skilfully the mental organism without understanding the 

physical mechanism through which it works. 

2. The scientific method and ways of thinking which physics 

has made familiar have changed psychology from being a mere 

descriptive science to a kinetic one. In view of the fact that 

the methods and conceptions of modern science are power- 

fully affecting all other departments of thought, it would be 

strange if psychology did not also feel their disturbing and 

re-adjasting influence. “ In the distant future,” says Darwin, 

“* T see open fields for far more important researches. Psycho- 

logy will be based on a new foundation, that of the necessary 

acquirement of each mental power and capacity by grada- 

tion.” Already this vision of the modern seer is being fulfilled. 

The application of the law of evolution to physical organisms 

according to which the forms of life are developed from the 

simple and homogeneous into the complex and heterogeneous, 

was also the earnest of its application to mental phenomena. 

As the nervous system, the functions of which are physical 

phenomena, is an evolution it follows that the sensations, feel- 

ings and other mental attributes which go along with it are 

also an evolution. That the evolution of intelligence pro- 

ceeds pari passu with the evolution of the nervous centres, 

that the degree of complexity and heterogeneity of the nerv- 

ous organism determines the degree of mental manifestation, 
VOL. I1.—NoO. 10.—40. 
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is admitted by all naturalists. ‘ The types of structure,” 

says Prof. Cope, “ presented by the nervous centers express 

the grade of the animals possessing them far more nearly 

than those of any other organs, or set of organs. If the 

brain, like other organs, develop by intelligent use, it cannot 

be doubted that this relation of its development to grade is 

not accidental, but that grade structure is an expression of 

its capacities, both physical and mental.” Hence, the New Psy 

chology in viewing mind as conditioned in its development by 

the development of its nervous mechanism, and as growing 

up to the modes of activity in which it is habitually exercised, 

has entirely changed its aspects. It is no longer regarded 

as @ statical and completed product, requiring a mere enum- 

eration and description of a certain number of so-called fac- 

ulties; but it is viewed as life, linked on to organic nature; a 

growth and organism, unfolding its powers by successive ip- 

teyrations and differentiations out of the simple states of con- 

sciousvess. This necessitates the expression of mental phe- 

nomena in terms of force. For to regard mind as an evolu 

tion, and yet refuse to view it as a force responding to coun- 

ter-objective forces would be like holding to the mechanical 

theory of the solar system and yet denying the law of gravi- 

tation. Like plant and animal life, mind has its embryonic 

state in the form of a nascent consciousness which, begin- 

nivg with infantile experience by constant repetitions and as- 

similations develops with adult life into a complex and speci- 

alized intelligence. Sach a conception of mind requires us to 

regard it as a force working from within outward, and de- 

veloping itself through an increasing specialization in har- 

mony with specific external relations. 

3. The mental faculties. The metaphysical method of study- 

ing mind regarded it as composed of a particular number of 

faculties. “Just as it was formerly held that the ‘embryo 
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started as a fully-developed organism, differing from an adult 

organism only in size,” so the old view of mind regarded it as 

a fixed and definite product which, like the fingers and toes of 

the new-born infant needed only an increase of size by growth. 

Such a conception of mind made education merely a growth; 

but the dynamic conception by embracing mind in the syn- 

thesis of organic life makes education both a growth and de- 

velopment. What was regarded by the metaphysical school 

as simple, undecomposable elements of mind are found to be 

highly complex products evolved out of other and simpler 

elements. Just as the prism has been found to give only a 

partial analysis of light, so introspection has been found to 

give only an approximate decomposition of the primary ele- 

ments of consciousness. 

Or just as many substances, formerly supposed to be sim- 

ple, chemical analysis has proved to be compound, so what 

has appeared to consciousness as simple, primary elements of 

mind, physical methods of investigation, by such scientists as 

Helmholtz, have proved to be compound products built up out 

of almost infinitesimal units. 

We have, then, a kind of mental chemistry according to 

which the simple elements of mind may be so combined that 

the compound may appear to consciousness as undecomposa- 

ble, and to possess properties not possessed by its primary 

elemeuts. Weare told on the authority of physics that when 

the pulsations of sound are about fifteen in a second, there 

arises a consciousness of a continuous tone of very low pitch. 

By increasing the number of those pulsations per second the 

sensation of sound finally attains a maximum intensity and 

asserts itself to consciousness to be a simple, homogeneous 

sound; yet “into the eomposition of this sensation there 

enter a thousand or several thousand psychical states answer- 

ing to the presence of as many elementary sounds.” In ad- 
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dition to this, the sympathetic vibrations in the wood, or other 

material composing the instrument, combine, harmonically, 

with the fundamental notes, and produce the tone peculiar to 

every musical instrument called its timbre. We can therefore 

truly say that the mighty roar of the ocean is a composite 

sensation of sound which is built up out of myriads of aérial 

pulsations so faint as scarcely to be audible. The same fact 

holds with regard to visual sensations, so that what appears to 

the eye of consciousness as a simple sensation of color is made 

up of millions of simpler sensations. 

Mind, as thus presented in its genetic and dynamic aspect 

deserves the profound study of the educator, for it is with 

mind as it is growing and developing out of those primary 

elements by successive integrations and differentiations with 

which he has to deal. The law respecting the four structural 

primary types in the animal kingdom was worked out by Von 

Baer through the study of embryology. But there is a men- 

tal embryology revealing to us the structural laws of mind no 

less important to the psychologist than is animal embryol- 

ogy to the biologist. As well, therefore, might the biologist 

expect to obtain a clear knowledge of organic nature, while 

neglecting the subject of embryology, as that the psychol- 

ogist could expect to clearly understand the nature of 

mind without studying those primordial elements and the 

laws and conditions according to which they are built up into 

the fabric of thought. As there are four structural types or 

patterns in the animal world, so an ultimate analysis of the 

intellect reveals three simple elements, namely, a conscious- 

ness of difference and likeness together with retentiveness by 

which past impressions are recalled. This analysis yields the 

fundamental law of cognition according to which things are 

known, not absolutely, but relatively through the necessary 

limitations of difference and likeness. Our knowledge comes 
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to us in a two-fold form, one thing being known in contrast 

to another, as heat with cold, rough with smooth, and as red 

with green, yellow or some other color. Out of these three 

primordial elements as the ultimate functions of the intellect 

are evolved all the different modes of mental action known as 

presentation, representation and re-representation. The 

metaphysical school of mental philosophers have been ac- 

customed tu class the elements of mind into distinct and sep- 

arate faculties. Though no two of them agree in giving the 

same classification of the so-called mental faculties, yet all 

their classifications labor under the disadvantage of what is 

termed in logic a cross-division. The divisions which have 

been given are not mutually exclusive; but present distine- 

tions without real differences. Perception has in it an ele- 

ment of ratiocination, and a process of reasoning, however 

long, is simply the indirect establishment of relations by the 

direct and immediate perception of other relations. Hence 

the action and consequent development of the mental organ- 

ism involves the simultaneous exercise of all the primary ele- 

ments of the intellect. Even the metaphysician, Sir William 

Hamilton, maintains that “ every act of mind involves a judg- 

ment,” and “ that as memory, or a certain continuous repres- 

entation, is a condition of consciousness, it is a condition of 

perception.” Since the mental organism unfolds its powers 

according to the law of evolution, its attributes and functions, 

as in the case of the other products of the organic world, are 

not exhibited in their nature and relation by a classification 

based on the idea of a linear progression, which represents 

them as rising, one above another, bya kind of hierarchy. In 

the realms of life nature does not build up her products by 

simple aggregations but by differentiations. In the processes of 

life, both pbysical and psychical, nature’s method, from first 

ta st, from the lowest to the highest, consists in combining 
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and recombining the same simple elements, so that a differen- 

tiation of faculties is produced by successive evolutions and 

transformations out of simpler states of consciousness. Thus 

the law of mental evolution which shows us how out of sub- 

conscious states simple sensations are developed which by re- 

peated combinations rise into higher and higher forms until 

the entire complex fabric of mind is gradually unfolded, furn- 

ishes us with those “ gossamer links ” with which we can re- 

construct, ideally, the synthesis of intelligence, and answer, 

with tolerable accuracy, the questions of the poet when he 

asks, 
“ Who can tell what a baby thinks ? 

Who can follow the gossamer links ? 

By which the manikin feels his way 
Out from the shore of the great unknown, 

Blind, and wailing, and alone, 

Into the light of day ?” 

4. The influence of physics on the methods of studying 

mental phenomena has greatly enlarged the scope of psychol- 

ogy as ascience. The old subjective school of mental philos- 

ophers confined themselves to the exclusive study of the 

mind of the civilized man, as this had been developed by ages 

of culture through all the artificial appliances of education, 

intellectual, moral and social. This method not only makes 

psychology the science of the human soul, but even confines 

it to the fully developed human soul which bas attained to 

the power of self-consciousness, leaving out of view not only 

the psychical attributes possessed by the lower animals, but 

also the undeveloped minds of young children and of the un- 

civilized races of mankind, generally. Subjective psychology, 

strictly so called, would compel the student of mind to derive 

all the materials of his science from the study of his own 

self-consciousness. It is evident that no science of the soul, 

properly so-called, could be constructed upon so narrow a 
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basis. The subjectivist must leave the narrow sphere of his 

own mind, and study the minds of others, as manifested 

through language, literature, gestures and other external 

signs. Hence psychology, to be possible even, in the narrow 

sense as the science of the human soul, must have recourse 

to external observation and to the synthetic method by which 

the facts obtained from such observation are to be correlated 

and interpreted. But still such an analytic and synthetic 

presentation of the human mind, if based exclusively on the 

study of the developed minds of civilized men, would not be 

a correct presentation of the minds of the uncivilized races 

of mankind, generally. When we take into consideration 

that some savage races are so low down in the scale of intel- 

lect that they cannot form any conception of number beyond 

that indicated by their fingers, some being even unable to do 

this, that their languages have no words corresponding to ab- 

stract ideas, and that many scientific truths which to the 

philosopher are almost axiomatic it would be impossible to 

make a Bushman understand by any amount of teaching, we 

can clearly see that generalizations obtained by the study of 

the former class of mind would be very unsafe guides in en- 

abling us to form a true conception of the latter class. The 

difference between the two is so great that such a method 

would be like endeavoring to form a full idea of the genus 

from the study of one of its species. ‘“ The whole mental con- 

dition of a savage,” says Sir John Lubbock, “is so different 

from ours, that it is often very difficult to follow what is 

passing in his mind, or to understand the motives by which 

he is influenced.” The difference between the most undevel- 

oped mind of savages and that of the most intelligent brutes 

is scarcely greater than that which exists between the mind 

of the savage and that of the philosopher. ‘“ Verum tamen 

hi, comparatione instituta inter summos Europe Heroés et 
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Hottentotos ad Caput bone spei degentes, difticillime sibi 

persuadebunt, hos eosdem habere natales; vel si virginem 

nobilem aulicam, maxime comtam et humanissimam, conferre 

vellent cum homine sylvestri et sibi relicto, vix augurari pos 

sent, hunc et illam ejusdem esse speciei.*”’ 

In view of a difference so great, as well might one expect to 

form a correct idea of the Grecian Parthenon by studying one 

of its polished and elaborately carved pillars as exhibited 

in the British Museum as to expect to obtain from the data 

furnished by a highly specialized consciousness a full know)- 

edge of the mighty pyramid of mind, the base of which rests 

on the rudimentary psychical attributes as manifested by the 

lower animals, and the apex of which is the mind of the phil- 

osopher who adjusts the internal order of his conceptions to 

the coexistences and sequences of distant worlds. Psychol. 

ogy, therefore, in order to tind a definition adequate to its 

present advanced stage, must seek a generalization vastly 

more comprehensive than that which underlies the definition 

given by Webster, namely, that it is the science “ of the pow- 

ers and functions of the human soul, so far as they are knnwn 

by consciousness.” This definition is based on the narrowing 

and vitiating principle that noaction is truly psychical, which 

does not possess the element of consciousness ; in other words, 

that actions to be worthy of being dignified as menta. must be 

consciously performed by a being capable of knowing itself as 

acting and of drawing conclusions respecting those actions. 

Such a principle not only excludes the psychical manifestations 

* By instituting a comparison between the greatest heroes of Europe and 

the Hottentots living at the Cape of Good Hope, with the greatest difficul- 

ty would these persons persuade themselves these have the same origin 

or if they would compare a princely virgin of the nobility, most highly 
adorned and refined, with a wild man abandoned to himself, scarcely could 

they suppose that he and she belong to the same species.—(Linneus. 
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of the lower animals, and those of young children, {but also 

that highly interesting and important class of mental actions 

known as automatic, together with that world of sub-con- 

scious mental states which serve as the basis and condition 

out of which emerge those that are conscious. These states 

existing deep down in the depths of the mental world con- 

sciousness cannot grasp and formulate, though they are 

known to be none the less real from the composite nature of 

the products which rise from them within the horizon-of the 

conscious soul. Hence, psychology demands a wider defini- 

tion. Wherever, and however low down in the scale of or- 

ganic being there is found a set of actions which are purely 

serial in their nature, and which, consequently, exist in time 

and consist in adjusting internal to external relations, these, 

though so simple and rudimentary as to be only typical, as 

in the case of reflex action exhibited by the lowest animals, 

properly come within the class of phenomena designated 

psychical. Hence, psychology demands to be defined as the 

science which deals with those functions which adjust organic 

actions *o specific relations in the environment. This defini- 

tion makes psychical functions co-extensive with those physi- 

cal functions which are performed by a nervous mechanism, 

however simple this may be, provided only that its functions 

are the antecedents of those that are psychical. By this 

means psychology and neurology become correlated and co- 

extensive sciences. 

Mental science, then, when it has taken possession of its 

rightful domain, covers two vast fields of thought, namely, 

Objective and Subjective psychology. By raising objective 

psychology to acoérdinate rank with subjective psychology, 

there are two sources of information, two classes of facts, the 

mental and the physical, which, while correlatively connected, 

belong, respectively, to the world of sense and the world of 
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consciousness, and must lead to more correct and comprehen- 

sive views of mind than can possibly be obtained by relying 

solely on the process of introspection. By thus putting to- 

gether those two hemispheres of thought, the objective and 

subjective, we may hope to construct a spherical and com- 

plete science of mind. Objective psychology is inductive in 

its nature, and the process of constructing it synthetic, while 

subjective psychology is deductive, and the process of con- 

structing it analytic. The former goes from particular facts 

to the synthetic and generalized principle which is the law of 

their action, their meaning and explanation. The latter goes 

from the general, abstract idea of mind to the individual and 

particular elements as known to consciousness, and which en- 

ter into combination to form the fabric of thought. As the 

former process is not complete until a generalization has been 

reached wide enough to embrace all the individual cases, and 

to explain their meaning and mode of action; so the latter 

has not attained its goal until it has arrived at elements 

which cannot be resolved into any thing more simple by 

the process of subjective analysis. By combining the results 

of those two methods, the synthetic and analytic, and by sup- 

plementing, correcting and filling out what is incomplete and 

partial in the one method by materials furnished by the other, 

we may be able to learn the laws, conditions and order of 

mental unfolding as paralleled by external laws and condi- 

tions. 

J. M. Lone. 



Culture and Facts. 

CULTURE AND FACTS. 

HERE are fashionable words which every body uses, 

but of which nobody knows the exact sense. Inquire 

what they mean and your question is answered by its 

own hollow echo. Words of this kind are the fractional cur- 

rency of thought, they pass from hand to hand and every 

body accepts them because his neighbor does the same. They 

have a conventional value that frequently is no indication of 

their inherent worth. They belong to the class of terms and 

adjectives that are so expansible as to suit all the require- 

ments of polite life. Good, nice, splendid, delightful, have 

no definite social meaning, they are used indiscriminately 

for almost any quality from execrable to excellent. They are 

conventional terms which are passed not at their proper but 

at their conventional value. 

A friend of mine sometime ago attended with me a wretched 

performance, in which the principal actor, an acquaintance of 

each of us, took the step from the sublime to the excessively rid- 

iculous with the coolest unconsciousness imaginable. On our 

way home we were joined by our acquaintance with the radiant 

smile of artistic triumph on his face. Sooner than expected 

he asked the dreaded question: “ How did you like my act- 

ing?’ I looked hard at. my friend, who after a pause said in 

his usual cool way, “I have enjoyed your acting very much.” 

Our acquaintance was pleased to his heart’s content and left 

to hear his praise from the lips of others. He was satisfied 

with the conventionalism “I have enjoyed,” which of course 

meant one thing to him, but quite another thing to us. 

In the same way the word “culture” is a conventionalism. 

If there is a man who has no remarkable quality whatsoever, 
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except that he can keep quiet, you will find people who call 

him aman of culture. If there isa so-called science or an 

art which has no inherent reason why it should invite atten- 

tion and study, somebody will discover its necessity and ad- 

vantage for culture. If there is any book that is void of com- 

mon sense and interest, you will certainly hear somebody 

recommend its perusal on account of the culture that is said 

to lurk mysteriously in its pages ; and if there is a study in a 

course of instruction of which nobody knows any use, it is 

ealled a culture study and that, of course, settles the matter 

in its favor. Culture is one of the watchwords in which our 

time deals overmuch. 

The word culture belongs to the world, its meaning belongs 

to us; it is a conventionalism to which each is at liberty to 

attach his own meaning. If we make use of this liberal per- 

mission, we are readier to say what culture is not, than what 

culture is. The scholar that could make Virgil ashamed of 

his Latin, may perhaps be a person in whose company you 

will not be willing to take dinner a second time. On the 

other hand the gentleman, for whose manners you have the 

greatest admiration, may perhaps arouse in your breast the 

kindred feeling of wonder if you look at the spelling of the 

note which he has written to you. 

If we are thus at liberty to choose our own meaning for the 

word culture, we shall not take it as a synonym for learning, 

nor for social manners, but rather as the even combination of 

general human qualities that fit for a life of inter-communion 

with others, by enabling us to understand others and to be up- 

derstood and appreciated by them. In this sense, culture pre- 

supposes a knowledge incarnate of the common things within 

the sphere of social, political and natural life, and the ability 

of correct intercourse with others, which language and the 

even tenor of a good life alone can give. In this sense cult- 
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ure is not the luxury of which the lips of the social rhetori- 

cian overflow, but a necessity recognized by all, except the 

churl, when they strive to be pleasant in their intercourse with 

each other. The great mass of the people seem to gain a good 

deal of this social culture by novel reading, in which the forms 

of polite society are depicted, hence, persons that read a good 

deal are sometimes apt to have this peculiar ease of speech and 

manner which may be gained by light reading of this sort. 

Culture is certainly the product of education, which of 

course must find the germs for culture ready in the mind if it 

is to be of any avail. In this respect as well as in many oth- 

ers we find the two opposing views about the power of educa- 

tion. Some hold that education can do wonders and with crea- 

tive power develop talent and genius out of nothing; others 

hold that it can do nothing to check or to promote individual- 

ity, that its future lies in the human soul and will burst forth 

with irrepressible force. 

As the Turk believes in his Kismet so some persons believe in 

the predestined fate of each human being; the scoundrel and 

the saint are foreordained, they must be what they are and 

no education can change their predestination. Truth lies mid- 

way between the two extremes. Talent is one of the condi- 

ditions in education, but training or education is another, with- 

out which the talent may rot in the mind. Genius may make 

its way in spite of lacking education, but it would succeed 

very much better with it. Goethe says: “Let tio one cherish 

the idea that he is able to overcome the impressions of his 

youth; if he has grown up in proper freedom, surrounded by 

beautiful and noble objects, in the intercourse with good peo- 

ple—if his masters taught him what he had to know first in 

order to find it easy to understand the rest,—if he has learned 

what he never needs to unlearn,—if his first actions were 

guided so as to fit him to do what is good in future without 
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trouble or difficulty, without being obliged to abandon any of 

his habits,—such a man will lead a purer, more perfect and 

happier life than one who wasted the strength of his youth in 

resistance and error.” 

When teachers speak about education, they frequently do 

not realize that they should be careful not to ignore its wide 

limits. On the stage of education the walls of the school- 

room are neither the first nor the last nor the principal 

pieces of scenery, nor is the teacher the hero. The day of 

school-life fills out but one act. Like a Chinese play, edu- 

cation requires several days to be acted. 

Family, life, church, state, society and nature educate, and 

they are more than the teacher’s peers in this process. With 

all modesty we may confess that the great intellectual prog- 

ress of the times is not the work of the teacher alone, and 

with firmness we can decline to be responsible for all tbe de- 

fects of the education of our times. But as it is, these bless- 

ings are showered on the head of the teaching profession : 

the world does not offend their modesty by giving them 

credit for the intellectual and educational advancement of the 

age, but they attribute to them the responsibility for any de- 

fect physical or psychical discovered in the youth of either 

sex in education. 

Fault-finding with others is one of the inalienable rights 

born witb each individual, and we must confess that the most 

extensive use is made of this prerogative. The widest field 

for argument opens itself to those that dwell with emphasis 

on the deeds that some great man has not done, on the objects 

some great movement has not accomplished. The negative 

mind will always find the amplest “room for speculation 

when panegyric is exhausted.” 

It cannot be doubted that while school systems have devel- 

oped to a degree of perfection, the social and commercial life 
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of the nation have advanced still more. Our age is the age 

of city builders. Not only in our country, but‘throughout the 

world, mankind forsakes country life and by a kind of natural 

attraction crowds into cities. With this great advancement 

a problem of less pleasant aspect presents itself. We see 

arise side by side the highest culture and the basest crime. 

The city most proud of her system of schools is shocked to 

its very heart by the most fiendish deeds. The people of the 

metropolis of the East, who with lavish hands have spent 

millions for the education of the young, witness with horror 

and apprehension the daily occurrence of a brutish murder or 

some other execrable crime. Public indignation is aroused; 

the cause of such great evils is sought for in order to find the 

remedy, and the question is raised, In how far is education 

responsible for crime; what can it do for its repression ? 

Education is, no doubt, one of the factors which form the 

character, but there is another factor that is not less 

important: the natural and the inherited dispositions. Educa- 

tion is, no doubt, responsible for the training of the pupil’s 

character, but it has not the sole responsibility. If we speak 

of education, we think almost involuntarily of schools, quite 

forgetful of the fact how small a fraction of the educational 

work is done by school instruction. The family is a more 

constant element in the process of education than the school 

ean be. During his school-life the pupil passes through the 

hands of many a teacher, but his family surroundings remain 

the same always. Errors of omission and commission there 

frequently leave a deeper impressicn than the strongest 

school influences, as they last through a longer period of 

time. Themore the position of the teacher is made a perma- 

nent one the more influence she will have on the training of 

eharacter. The biography of many a great man tells us how 

great the influence of good family life and surrounding is for 
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good, and the evil tendencies of wicked surroundings appear 

from the annals of crime. The latter truth finds a sad illus- 

tration in one of the recent circulars sent out by the Commis- 

sioners of Education, in which Robert L. Dugdale, of New 

York, chairman of the committee on sources of crimes, 

among other things, gives an account of his attempt to trace 

the descendants of a family of criminals, consisting of five 

members, to the sixth generation. 

Of the 709 persons living belonging to the 5th and 6th gene- 

rations of this family, 240 were criminals, 142 were living on 

public charity. But even in regard to these terrible statistics 

Mr. Dugdale says in summing up: “It would seem that limits 

to mental and physical power are fixed by heredity. But 

when we come to that portion of character which is the re- 

sult of development, including the organization of thought, 

the formation of the will and the establishment of just moral 

conceptions, I find that the hereditary characteristics of the 

parents are greatly modifiable by the nature of the social en- 

vironment. In other words, capacity is limited and deter- 

mined by hereditary features, but the use to which that capacity 

will be put is mainly governed by the impersonal training or 

agency of environment. For instance where hereditary klep- 

tomania exists, if the environment should be such as to be- 

come an exciting cause, the individual will be an incorrigible 

thief, but if on the contrary, he be protected from temptation, 

that individual may lead an honest life with some chances in 

favor of entailment stopping there ?”’ 

If we leave it to others to arraign school education for 

what it does not, cannot do, we can easily see what help it is 

able to give in the repression of crime. In the school-room the 

child is brought into the society of his equals; he will learn 

to respect their rights and see that his own rights are re- 
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spected. Instinctive respect to the rights of others is one of 

the great safeguards against crime. 

The means by which success in life is made easier are 

placed in the child’s hands by the instruction which it receives; 

the value of his future labor is enhanced, and this will help to 

keep him from poverty and need. 

He learns to respect the laws of the school; this prepares 

him for citizenship and helps to arouse in him respect for so- 

cial laws. 

The mind is made more plastic; reading acquaints him with 

the thoughts and feelings of others; his emotional nature is 

refined and his sympathy strives to drag him away from 

cruelty and violence to others. 

All these objects school education may accomplish if it 

busies itself with the formation of character as well as with 

the imparting of knowledge. It must recognize that there are 

three possible methods of dealing with the individuality of 

the young. We may let the pupil’s individuality alone so that 

it develops by hap-hazard; this of course is the easiest, and 

Iam sorry to say a favorite method. By it the teacher, as 

the saying is, “keeps out of trouble.” She indulges the pu- 

pil, but is heartily glad when he leaves her room for that 

of a higher grade. Another most abominable method is the 

crushing of individuality, when the character of the pupil is 

ignored and independent action tyranically suppressed. The 

last and only legitimate method is to ennoble the character by 

wiping out—even if it must be done with an iron hand—the 

blemishes of the child’s nature and by allowing the vital force 

of individuality to run in the direction of those tendencies 

which are good and characteristic at the same time. This 

method requires strength and wisdom, but it is the only one 

worthy of the name education. 

Aside from these considerations we have direct statistical 

VOL. I1.—No. 10.—41, 
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proof of the fact that school education is a very important 

factor in the repression of crime. The Bavarian Government 

tested this question in 1870, by a careful census. Let me pre. 

sent to you some figures which show the result of that investi- 

gation. The first figures show how many school houses 

among 1,000 buildings ; the second how many criminals among 

100,000 inhabitants. You will notice that the numbers stand 

in an inverse ratio to each other; i. e., the more school 

houses, the less crimes. 

|| No. of School-houses| No. of Criminals 
Provinces. || per 1000 Buildings. | per 100,000 souls. 

Lower Bavaria..............::ss-ssesesseeel! eee AS cual 870 
Lower Palatinate...............iscscceseees eis Ocichsceat acca 690 

Upper Bertie ccccceece Bhan. +667 

Upper Franconia .......0......sesseeeeeeees |ecccsseeee TZ ccccccccece ba cesandeei 444 

The Palatinate .............ccsscscccesseseee Aa Petals Scaiasaaall 425 
Lower Frenconia...........ccccccccsssceess | Sbabptebrie | PMAERC I: GO een 384* 

* See Report of Bureau of Education. 

If we leave this subject of moral training and return to our 

topic of intellectual culture, we shall not presume too much if 

we assert that school education contributes an indispensable 

share to the work of education, for which no other substitute 

is possible. 

School education is efficient if it yields the two elements of 

culture—knowledge and ability, within the limits stated be- 

fore. The preparation which school education gives towards 

earning a livelihood consists in imparting the means of inter- 

course which enables the child to fit himself easily for becom- 

ing an active wheel in the whizzing loom of life. 

If the teaching of a knowledge of facts and the training of 

ability are the tasks of school education, we may ask, What 

facts are to be taught, what abilities to be trained? Our an- 
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swer lies in our definition of culture, which is, to train the 

child’s soul, intellect and character so as to fit him for in- 

tercourse with others. 

The child’s mind is fascinated by what is wonderful and 

strange, and longs for it; it half and half expects a living 

fairy tale to turn up some day; to meet Cinderella or Red 

Riding Hood on its way to school. It lives in the world of 

wonders, in the distant and remote. While primary educa- 

tion must consider and calculate on this peculiarity of child- 

nature, it must gradually lead to reality by teaching the child 

to find an interest in what is necessary as well as in what is 

beautiful. 

Now, in selecting facts for instruction, some teachers seem 

to have grown toward the children by their continual inter- 

course with them. 

They teach their pupils to look with interest on China and 

Hindoostan, and forget the green plains of a beautiful home 

before their feet. They press the cold and stony tablet of 

history on the mind of the child, to leave there the fading 

trace of a few hundred data, but they cannot endow with life 

again the noble human characters of the great men of the na- 

tion. They cannot make the child feel the presence of departed 

greatness that fills his mind with the glow of admiration and 

love. The historical person who steps out of the frame of his- 

tory into the heart of the pupil is familiar to him, he under- 

stands human beingsand he dimly feels greatness, but the ac- 

tions of state, the dreary list of battles lost and won is some- 

thing remote and impalatable. We are apt to teach the re- 

mote, the distant and the contingent, and ignore what is near 

and necessary. 

The child should know about his surroundings, his native 

city, its resources, its character, about his State and its fea- 

tures. The story told by one of the School Journals of De- 
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cember, ’75, is sad and amusing at the same time: In one of 

the Western islands of Scotland, a visitor to a primary school 

was requested to examine a particular scholar on the capitals 

of Europe. The boy named one after another with perfect 

correctness. It occurred to the visitor to ask the boy the 

name of the island on which he lived. He could not answer, 

and when at last the examiner said: “ Now tell me what a 

capital is?’ no answer. “Is ita man ora beast?” “Itisa 

beast,” replied the boy quite decisively. 

This is of course but a sequel to the same story in Goethe’s 

Goetz von Berlichingen. Goetz, Lord of Jaxthausen returns 

to his home and meets his son Charles, when the following 

conversation ensues : 

Chas. Good morning, father. Goetz (kisses him). Good morning, boy. 
How have you all spent your time? Chas. Well, good father. Aunt says 

I was right good. G. Indeed! Chas. Have you brought any thing for 

me? G. Not this time. Chas. I have learned a great deal. G. Indeed! 

Chas. Shall I tell you the story of the good boy? G. After dinner. Chas. 
I know some thing else. G@. What may that be? Chas. Jaxthausen is the 

name of a village and castle on the river Jaxt, belonging to the lords of 
Berlichingen for the last 200 years. G. Do you know the Jord of Berlich- 

ingen? Chas. Looks at him in mute astonishment. G. (aside—The boy 
has become so learned that he doesn’t know his own father.) To whom does 

Jaxthausen belong? Chas. Jaxthausen is the name of a village and castle 

onthe river— G. I did not ask for that. (Aside—I knew all the paths, 
roads, and fords, before [ knew the name of_river, village and castle. ) 

Let education like charity begin at home (but not like 

modern charity improve upon the proverb by ending where 

it began) and then proceed to what is remote. Fact knowl- 

edge that is to lead to culture should begin with instruction 

about the child’s home in its widest sense. It should lead 

the child to observe and should explain the common pheno- 

mena of nature. 

The abilities which should receive training are those that 

enable the child to become a link of society by giving him 
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the means of connection with it, the instruments of inter 

course. Hence instruction in language ranks above all other 

things in a course of study. Reading, writing, spelling, gram- 

mar, are but the faces of this educational diamond. Ability 

in regard to language, not knowledge—which at the best must 

take the place of a means, is the aim of instruction in lan- 

guage. 

Grammar is useful, grammatical language necessary. Oral 

list spelling is serviceable; correct writing essential. Beautiful 

reading is praiseworthy, intelligent reading indispensable. For 

the sake of having intelligent reading, correct writing and 

grammatical language, I should willingly slaughter a heca- 

tomb of Chinese river names and historical dates. We are 

beginning to realize the importance of composition in common 

schools. We shall yet learn the importance of committing to 

memory, regularly, poetical gems for the sake of both linguis- 

tic and esthetic culture. 

The length of a school course enables us to make the tran- 

sition from the near to the more distant before the child leaves 

school. There will be no difficulty in finding a sufficient num- 

ber of facts to fill out the whole time of the course. But the 

question then arises, “What shall be done with the facts ?”’ 

The mere remembering of detached facts does not give to the 

child the ability to handle them well in his intercourse with 

others in after life, hence does not tend towards culture. 

There seem to be three processes to which all facts must 

be submitted: They must be anderstood, they must be 

grouped or classified, and they must be remembered. 

To teach children to understand a fact is not as easy as 

many consider it. The silliest mistakes are made in this re- 

spect. Above all other one most especially pernicious prac- 

tice should be exposed which feeds children hungering for an 

explanation with the empty husks of definitions. Definitions 
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do not explain; a glibly-repeated definition does not at all 

show that the subject or word defined is understood. Every 

educator can record the most preposterous errors arising from 

this abuse of definitions. 

Let me mention a few of them: 

One, I quote from the periodical before referred to, while I 

take the others from what has come under my own observa- 

tion : 

In assigning words for spelling for the following day a 

teacher had given the word schism to a class of grown pupils. 

In order to remind the pupils of the meaning, a short defini- 

tion was given with each word. The short definition in this 

instance was: Schism, a division in a church. The pupils 

were to hand in sentences showing the meaning of the word. 

One of the sentences handed in the following day was: “ As 

there was a schism in the middle of the church, people sitting 

-on one side could not be seen by those sitting on the other.” 

Another pupil showed his lively appreciation of the difficul- 

ties with which the ancient Romans had to deal, by the sen- 

tence: “Romulus dug a furlough round Rome,” A sentence 

about the word stature read, “ Thestature of Washington was 

made of white marble.” A sentence on the word amputation 

read as follows: “ The soldier died from the effects of his 

wound as amputation set in after a few days.” The term 

pediment gave up its place in architecture in the following 

sentence: “The boy could not recite well as he hada pediment 

in his speech.” In general history a pupil modified the victory 

of the French over the Aquitanians into the statement: “ The 

Franks subdued the Antiquarians.” A little girl at school 

was once reading in the presence of a visitor a passage in 

which the word dice occurred and was asked what it meant. 

To the surprise of the questioner she replied, “ Little cubs at 

play,” and on inquiry it was found that she had been crammed 
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with columns of meanings as they are called and among them 

this, “ Dice, little globes used in gaming.”’* 

The teacher should not assume that a child knows a term, or 

a fact, but ascertain it by questions which must touch the point 

directly and not merely take the following favorite form: “Any 

one who does not understand this?” which question will of 

course not receive an adequate answer, as a pupil may in 

some cases not care to betray his ignorance on a point which 

all others seem to know and in other cases may erroneously 

believe that he knows all ‘about the fact when he does not. 

Even the most common terms are sometimes not understood. 

In explaining a fact recourse must be had to adequate illus- 

trations, nor must the subject be dismissed before the chil- 

dren are able to explain it themselves. 

In the grouping of facts, the new knowledge must not only 

be connected with the knowledge possessed, but by frequent 

general reviews of the whole subject the principal points 

must be brought again before the pupil’s mind, so that the 

topics rank accord ng to their importance in the general pic- 

ture of the science. The sooner and the more frequent- 

ly diagrams are used, the better the result. Self-activity 

of the pupil is required. He can in many cases do the 

grouping himself. He can find the causal group by find- 

ing the cause and effect of a given phenomenon, or the logical 

group by giving the reason for a certain inference, or bring a 

new subject in relation to other topics by comparing it with 

them. 

Facts that have been understood and grouped must also be 

remembered. This last process is greatly facilitated by the 

second. If the mind is kept in good order, if new knowledge 

takes its place in it according to a good classitication, recollec- 

tion will do its work more easily and better than otherwise. 

* Quebec Journal of Education. 
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In remembering facts that have not become part of our 

mind, we must make an effort, which is not always successful. 

By sufficient practice and working with the facts it is possible 

to lead them to that chamber of the memory from which they 

appear automatically, as it were, whenever they are needed. 

The tables of addition, and of multiplication, for instance are 

remembered in this way. Knowledge, which is to last, must 

pass over into that state, and hence practice when working 

with the facts appears necessary; without them the knowledge 

of facts is futile and vanishes soon. Knowledge must be trans- 

formed into skill. The mind is encumbered by the fact until 

it has subjected and conquered it completely and made it en- 

tirely its own. 

If the teacher is to do so many things with the facts, will 

not this occupy the greater part of her recitations which other- 

wise might be profitably used in the acquisition of a number 

of new facts? I do not doubt that it will; but at any rate the 

time would be well spent. I think it might be said with a 

show of justice that our pupils know too many things, al- 

thongh they may not know much. Knowledge-might be made 

more intensive and less extensive. Not so many things but 

but more of each. As it is, a spirit of restlessness seems to 

pervade many school-rooms. The fact seems to crowd out 

the explanation and the thought. There is a kind of competi- 

tive race over the pages of the text-book. 

“The teacher in the other school is five pages ahead, let 

me see in what time I can ‘catch up’ with her,” seems to be 

the watchword with some. And so the opportunities for 

heart-opening conversation are stolen from the pupil. The 

teacher cannot enter into the characters of the children under 

her care—she has no time, nor seems a recitation a proper 

place for such communion. And so the pupil remains a stranger 

to the teacher, who stands in place of the parent—and all this in 
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order to gain time. One can well understand Rousseau’s 

paradox: “The idea of education is not to gain time, but to 

lose it.” 
L. F. SOLDAN. 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

LITERATURE FOR LITTLE Fouks. By Elizabeth Loyd. 

Sower, Potts & Co., Philadelphia. 

A little book, called * Literature for Little Folks,” edited by Elizabeth 

Loyd, is now offered to the public and has many points of value. The 
plan of the book is that of familiarizing the child with the thoughts of the 

best authors by means of short selections to be committed to memory. 

and used to write exercises upon. The questions at the end of each se- 

leetion are suggestive and tend to develop the perceptive faculties of the 

child. 

The book is very pretty in its binding and typography and many of its 
illustrations. This is as it should be. It is more valuable to mothers or 

teachers of small classes than to public schools. 

Too much cannot be said of the good taste evineed in the compilation of 

the book. The following are a few specimens: Whittier’s Barefoot Boy, 

Bryant’s Robert of Lincoln, Tennyson’s Cradle Song, Wordsworth’s We 

Are Seven. Add to these the names of Alice Cary, Felicia Hemans, Mary 

Howitt, Charles Dickens, Longfellow and Isaac Watts, and all will agree 

that the best * children’s writing talent ” has been selected. 

5S. V. BEESON. 

ZuR REFORM DER ORTHOGRAPHIE. St. Louis: C. Witter. 

This is an attempt to make the spelling of the German language correspond 

completely with its pronunciation. ‘The regulations proposed are first given in 

simple prose, and afterwards in a series of not entirely unmellifiuous hex- 
ameters. The emendations suggested are no doubt eminently rational and 

valuable; but it may be questioned whether a man or a body of men pos- 

sesses the power to force ab extra upon a living organism like a language a 
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strait-jacket of their own manufacture in place of the garment it has care- 

fully woven for itself. We cannot help thinking that, in the settlement of a 

matter like the one before us, utility and entire reasonableness w:ll utter 

their messages in vain. ‘The old-fashioned spelling will, we are afraid, 

maintain itself in spite of its irrationality, and nature and unreason will 

win another of their unfortunate victories over labor-saving and time-say- 
ing utilitarianism. 

L. J. Biock. 

GENERAL RULES FOR PUNCTUATION. Cambridge: Charles 

W. Sever. 

No one will deny the author’s assertion that good sense is the guide to cor- 

rect punctuation. In his little pamphlet, he has attempted to show that there 

is necessarily a difference of opinion, both about what marks to employ 
and where to place them. The best course for the writer is, therefore, to 
come to his work well verséd in the principles of construction. He can 

then determine for himself the interpretation to be given to his sentences, 
without leaving the matter entirely in the hands of the printer or publisher. 

Such a plan as the one suggested, if followed out, would no doubt relieve 

the reading public from the constantly recurring cases of ambiguity to be 

met with in books and newspapers. 
The importance of something more than blind adherence to a set of 

formulas, cannot be placed in too strong a light before the writer of 

to-day. 
Henry W. JAMESON. 

NOTES ON THE SETTLEMENT AND INDIAN WARS OF THE 

WESTERN PARTS OF VIRGINIA AND PENNSYLVANIA from 

1763 to 1783. By Joseph Doddridge. Published by Joel 

Munsell. Albany, N. Y. 1876. 

This little volume is written in a quaint but entertaining style, abounds 
in incident and anecdote, illustrating the peculiar customs, habits and ideas 

of primitive frontier life, together with many reflections disquisitions and 

fancies of the auther—some of them curiously odd ; others again suggest- 
ive and sagacious. For any one desirous of reading a clear account of the 

life of the early settlers, this book contains a fund of mingled amusement, 
interest and reflection not often met with in works of this kind. 
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Of the accuracy of its historical narration there is probably no question, 

the author being contemporary with the events which he recounts, and 

showing no disposition to alter or mistake them. 
B. V. B. Drxon. 

NOTICEABLE ARTICLES IN MAGAZINES 

AND REVIEWS. 

Harper’s—Sept. 1. Daniel Deronda. II. The Mikado’s Empire. IIl. 

Garth. 
Oct. I. Daniel Deronda. II. Garth. 

Galazy—Sept. I. Madcap Violet. Il. War Memories; Geo. A. Custer. 

Ill. Gen. George A. Custer. 

Oct. I. Madcap Violet. Il. On Reading Shakespeare. 
Maemillan’s—Sept. 1. Charlotte Bronté. Il. Madcap Violet. III. Homer 

and Dr. Schliemann. 

Blackwood’s—Sept. I. Alfred de Musset. 
July I. Ranke’s History of England in 17th Century. IL. 

Erectheus. III. Letters and Works of Michael Angelo. 

Fortnightly Review—Sept. I. Robespierre, Part I. 

Westminster—July. 1. Macaulay. 
London Quarterly—July. 1. Macaulay. Ul. John Wilson Croker. lil. 

George Ticknor. 
Atlantic—Sept. I. Recollections of Millet. II. Old Woman’sGossip. III. 

The American. 
Oct. ‘The American. II. Old Woman’s Gossip. IIL. George 

Sand. IV. Oliver Twist; E. P. Whipple. V. A Librarian’s 

Work. 

Contemporary—Aug. I. Macaulay’s Essay on Bacon; James Spedding. 

II. Clgrendon, Part II.; Peter Bayne. 
Sept. I. Clarendon. II. Foreign Preachers. IL. The 

American Bench. 
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Dublin University Magazine—Aug. I. The Founder of Islam. Il. George 

Sand on the Present State and Future of France. 
North American—July. 1. Italian Popular Tales. 

Revue des Deux Mondes—Sept. I. La Crise Présidentielle aux Etats-Unis. 
Littell’s Living Age—1681. 

1682. Comte de Paris’ Campaignon the Potomac. II. Words- 
worth’s Ethics. 

1683. I. Clarendon, Part 1. 1. The Territorial Expansion 
of Russia. 

1684. I. Social Relation of England and America. 

Scribner’s—Oct. I. ‘* Notes on Salmon Fishing,’’ by A.G. Wilkinson. II. 
“The Bride of the Rhine,” by G. E. Waring, Jr. ILI. 
“John Chinaman in San Francisco,” by 'T. L. Vivian. 

IV. “In and About the Fair.” by Donald G. Mitcheil. 

The Popular Science Monthiy—Oct. ‘‘ The Constants of Color,’ by Prof. O. N. 

Rood. ‘* Modern Philosophers on the Probable Age of 

the World,” by Lester F. Ward. ‘* Nature of the Inverte- 

brate Brain,’ by Prof. H. Charlton Bastian. ‘ Preda- 
tory and Industrial Societies,”” by Herbert Spencer. 

The American Journal of Science and Arts—Sept. Note on Erosion; J. D. 

Dana. Classified List of Rocks observed in the Huron- 

ian Series south of Lake Superior ; by T. B. Brooks. Ac- 
count of a New Meteoric Stone; J. L, Smith. 

Epiror. 


